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People and Places 
In Part 3 of the TOEIC test, it is sometimes useful to relate a person’s job with a location and activity. 
Identifying a person’s occupation can help you understand where they are, or what they are doing. 
 

Exercise 1 

Match each occupation (1-16) with a location (a-p). 

1. nurse       a. school 

2. actor       b. animal clinic 

3. teacher       c. fire station 

4. vet        d. theater 

5. mechanic       e. museum 

6. librarian       f. courtroom 

7. scientist       g. police station 

8. chef       h. farm 

9. postal worker     i. airplane 

10. farmer      j. hair salon

11. judge      k. garage

12. firefighter      l. hospital

13. police officer     m. library

14. curator      n. restaurant

15. hairstylist      o. post office

16. pilot      p. laboratory

 

1. ___ 2. ___ 3. ___ 4. ___ 5. ___ 6. ___ 7. ___ 8. ___ 

9. ___ 10. ___ 11. ___ 12. ___ 13. ___ 14. ___ 15. ___ 16. ___ 
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Exercise 2 

Match each occupation (1-8) with an activity (a-f). 

1. An optician     a. writes and tests software.  

2. A police officer    b. operates on patients. 

3. A dentist     c. works in the construction industry. 

4. A computer programmer   d. checks your eyesight. 

5. A tailor     e. looks after young children. 

6. A babysitter     f. makes suits and other clothes for men.   

7. A surgeon     g. fights crime and arrests criminals. 

8. A builder     h. keeps your teeth and gums healthy. 

Answers 

Exercise 1: 1. l, 2. d, 3. a, 4. b, 5. k, 6. m, 7. p, 8. n, 9. o, 10. h, 11. f, 12. c, 13. g, 14. e, 15. j, 16. i  

Exercise 2: 1. d, 2. g, 3. h, 4. a, 5. f, 6. e, 7. b, 8. c 

 

Expansion activity 

Choose five more occupations and write a sentence to describe each one. 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 


